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Who We Are

Strengthen & support implementation of jurisdiction Ending the HIV 
Epidemic (EHE) Plans to contribute to achievement of reduction in new 

reported HIV cases by 75% by 2025

Tip: Get TAP-in TA and Training by Contacting 
TAP-in@caiglobal.org



COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT

Award # U69HA3396405

This project is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) 
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of the Year 2 
award totaling $6,000,000 with 0% financed with non-governmental sources. The 

contents are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views 
of, nor an endorsement by, HRSA, HHS or the U.S. Government. 



Objectives

1) Explore the importance of partnership-building in establishing 
effective and sustainable data sharing practices within the EHE 
landscape

2) Identify key steps in building partnerships before data sharing 
occurs

3) Learn from other jurisdictions about the strategies they use to 
support the partnership-building process



Agenda

Understanding Partnerships

Key Steps in Building Partnerships for Data Sharing

Examples From The Field

Q&A



What Is a Partnership For Data Sharing?

• Partnerships are a collaboration between 
agencies/programs with a shared goal 

• It is both structural and personal

• It is an ongoing relationship, not a one -
time activity

• There is an expectation to share data
across participating agencies/programs



Poll #1
Which of the following best 
describes your current 
partnerships for data 
sharing?



What are some 
examples of current 

partnerships for 
data sharing 

in your jurisdiction?



Why should you 
develop a 

partnership for 
data sharing in 

your jurisdiction?



Why Should EHE-Funded Jurisdictions Develop 
Partnerships for Data Sharing?
• Current RWHAP activities and data may not be enough to fully 

understand the HIV landscape in your jurisdiction

• Data is crucial for EHE-funded jurisdictions to help both plan 
activities and measure progress to EHE goals 

• Partnerships help you better understand the work that other 
agencies are doing, organizational culture and priorities and 
available data

• Eliminating silos, coordinating, and ensuring continuity of care are 
essential to improve health outcomes for people with HIV



Where Do Partnerships Fit in EHE Activities and 
Data Sharing?



Key Steps In Building Partnerships For 
Data Sharing

Identify a champion
Develop shared goals 
and expectations

Identify possible 
barriers

Identify available  
resources



Panelists



Let’s Meet Our Panelists!

Office Panelist

Florida Department of Health
Lorene Maddox, MPH
Surveillance Data Analysis Manager
HIV/AIDS Section

Louisiana Office of Public Health Debbie Wendell, PhD, MPH
Data Management/Analysis Unit Manager

North Carolina Department of Health and 
Human Services

Bradford Wheeler, MPH
HIV Care Epidemiologist

Seattle and King County Public Health Jake Ketchum
Project/Program Manager IV - End the HIV Epidemic

New York City Department of Health Anthony Romano
Research Scientist



Questions and
Answers



TAP-in Technical Assistance Offerings 
• Support with partnership building and data sharing, 

including:
o Identifying your data needs and gaps
o Determining possible partnerships to support your EHE 

funded activities and goals
o Identifying strategies to securing these partnerships
o Identifying shared goals and interests
o Identifying available resources and possible barriers

• TAP-in is working with 3 EHE jurisdictions in this area



How to Request TA

Email:
tap-in@caiglobal.org

for all TA needs and requests



NASTAD ANNOUNCEMENT

To watch or listen to this video, visit NASTAD Announcement and select the timing at 52:32.or watch and listen to the whole presentation from the beginning.

https://targethiv.org/library/tap-in-building-partnerships-data-sharing-support-ehe-plans


Closing and 
Evaluation
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00:00

Hello, and welcome everyone to building partnerships for data sharing to support eh, he plans. I am will Murphy, the Project Director of the tappin project that can tell you Associates, and I'm pleased to introduce this the concluding part of a three part webinar series that's been presented by CIA's technical assistance provider Innovation Network. This series has been led and presented by members of the tap in monitoring and evaluation team centering on the choosing the right performance measures to monitor progress, and identifying the best data sources to support your eHg work, including Medicaid, HIV surveillance, and HOPWA data. Many eHg jurisdictions have experienced challenges around access to the data they need. And this is frequently due to pursuing strategies that are insufficient to leverage true partnerships. For the purposes of data sharing. In this webinar, our presenters are going to focus intensively on the importance of building those partnerships with agencies that manage the data that will support planning, monitoring and evaluation of eh e activities. That's the next slide please. Thank you. So the I mentioned that this is the concluding part of a three part series I just wanted before we begin to call your attention to the first two parts of the series that preceded today's webinar, and encourage you to review them at your convenience at tap ins webinar page, our webpage on the target HIV website. We began with the basics in the webinar performance measurement using data to achieve ending the HIV epidemic initiative. during that webinar, our team of presenters covers the basics of choosing the right data points to measure. The second webinar in the series finding and using the best data sources to support eh II strategies explored the sources for the kind of data you'll need. And today, we're discussing the benefits of building partnerships with the people and organizations who manage those data sources. We encourage you to review these other two webinars as they provide a foundation for today's discussion. We're funded to provide technical assistance to the prioritize jurisdictions that are implementing eh D plans with the support of hearses HIV AIDS bureau. At the end of today's presentation, I'll return with some information about how your jurisdictions eh, D team can request that ta directly. And next slide please. This is an acknowledgement of the funding that we receive, and statement that The views presented in today's event are those of the presenters and don't necessarily represent the official view of the funder. Now I'd like to turn things over to our first presenter, a member of our measurement and evaluation team does Debbie Eisenberg with Eisenberg consulting Debbie. Next slide please.



03:41

Great. Thanks so much well, and welcome everyone we're really glad you can join today. I'd like to start by reviewing the objectives for today's webinar. First, we'll explore the importance of building partnerships to establish effective and sustainable data sharing practices will also identify key steps in building partnerships before data sharing actually occurs. And finally, the main part of our webinar is hearing from a panel of your peers about the strategies they use to support the partnership building process. Now before we get started one important note, as we discuss data, we always want to remember that data reflects people with HIV. Data helps share their stories, but it is always important to remember that there are people behind the data. Here's the agenda for today. We'll start with understanding partnerships and then move on to key steps in building partnerships for data sharing. The bulk of today's webinar, as I mentioned, we'll be hearing from other recipients like you who have established partnerships to support data sharing. We'll learn more about their partnerships, including how they were formed, how long it took to get structures in place, and strategies for maintaining the partnership We'll introduce our panelists. Later in the webinars, he will hear from them, not too far away. We'll wrap up the session today with some time for q&a. As you heard from Brooke, you can type any questions into the chat feature, you can hold those until the q&a or if it comes to mind, as we're talking, feel free to put it in the chat. And we'll take a look. So let's start by making sure we're all on the same page. What is a partnership for data sharing? A partnership is a collaboration between different agencies or programs with a shared goal. That shared goal could be improving health outcomes for people with HIV as an example. It's also both structural and personal. So what does that mean? Well, it's both the work that the partners do together, as well as the relationships that are developed. So how many times have you heard how important certain people are to a partnership, and that's what we hear a lot as well. It's also an ongoing relationship, it's not a one time activity. And since this is a partnership for data sharing, there is an expectation to share data across participating agencies or programs. Although as you'll hear in a minute, that isn't the only reason to develop a partnership. I also want to clarify that submitting a request for data is not a partnership. As I think we've already learned since the HERSA had funded ESG activities were implemented, the data that you already have may not be enough to fully understand the HIV landscape in your jurisdiction. It may only give you one piece such as knowing who you are serving with Orion weight funding or who's virally suppressed. We also know that data is crucial for eg jurisdictions for both planning activities and measuring progress. Partnerships for data sharing are essential to help you better understand the work that other agencies are doing their organizational culture and priorities, as well as available data including strengths and limitations. Suppose you decided that you wanted to develop an intensive case management program for people with HIV who are newly diagnosed, and you didn't realize that the HIV surveillance program in your state already had a program in place that could be leveraged. Perhaps they have data from their program that you could use to inform your activities. And he might have data that they need for their program to be more effective. Finally, partnerships are key in eliminating silos as well as improving coordination, and ensuring continuity of care. And we know that these are really key and improving health outcomes for people with HIV.



07:44

Now, let's put partnerships and data sharing in context for what you're doing, where do they fit in, you'll notice that it all starts on the left hand side with your planning on he goals and objectives based on the information to which you already have access. This is the formative work that informs your activities. For example, you may know that you want to improve viral suppression among people with HIV. And you may also be aware of existing disparities, but you may not have enough information to know how best to improve viral suppression. You identify questions that you have, as well as data that you need to help answer those questions. Going through this process helps you identify possible partnerships to help address questions and data needs. Who are the agencies who have similar goals for people with HIV, and what data may be available to share? Now we develop the graphic not to underscore that the process is linear, because it really isn't, as you'll hear from the from the panelists, we developed it to underscore that data sharing is not at the beginning. Rather, it's an outcome of the overall process. We also want to underscore that developing effective partnerships for data sharing takes time, much like developing any relationship does. That's the focus of today's webinar. So let's talk about how to build partnerships for data sharing. As I said, it doesn't start with a data request. It doesn't start with a data sharing agreement. But what are the key steps about what you should be aware? So we want to highlight four key steps today. And they include first identifying a champion at your agency. So this is specifically someone who has influence and authority it might be a medical director or program director. It's important that this person can advocate for the partnership internally as an organizational priority, and help get agency by in developing sharing goals and expectations is also important. It's key that participating agencies establish and agree on the goals of the partnership as well as expectations as part of this discussing organizational culture, policies and priorities as well as acknowledging differences between agencies is critical. identifying possible barriers. Now this can include resource barriers such as it or system issues, staffing, availability, technical expertise, or competing demands such as COVID. Privacy and legal barriers such as local public health, public health statutes, and other state and federal laws that impact data sharing also need to be taken into consideration. And finally, it's important to identify available resources. This could include one program, committing additional staff time to analyses, and offering funding. It's also important to identify resources more broadly, such as data that your program has that may be helpful to share, as well as leveraging existing partnerships and data sharing. And don't forget that personnel, people or resources, it's also important to ensure you have the right participants in your partnership, program data, it and legal privacy representation may all be key staff to engage in the partnership.



11:07

I hope that got us thinking about not only the importance of establishing partnerships, but also how you might do this in your ag jurisdiction. This could mean that you develop a new partnership, or that you enhance an existing one. Now, for the majority of the rest of the webinar, we're going to hear from your peers about their partnerships. And so now I'm going to turn things over to my colleague, Ellie to moderate our expert panel. So Ellie, take it away.



11:33

Great, thank you so much, Debbie. And I really want to thank the panelists for joining us today we have representatives from three Part B jurisdictions, Florida, Louisiana, and North Carolina, and representatives from two party jurisdictions, Seattle King County, in New York City. So thanks so much for joining. We have three rounds of questions. And we're going to go and ask each panelist for each question in the round. And the first question set of questions is really just kind of background, what agencies are involved? What's your data sharing arrangement, what activities you collaborate on? And then the second round of questions is really focused on those lessons learned? What helped you build that partnership? How do you keep that partnership going? That's really kind of the crux of the conversation. Today, it's more about that partnership building and not so much about the actual data sharing process. And then finally, time permitting, we'd love to hear about next steps in data sharing and partnerships. So I'm going to start with that first round of questions. And I'll tee up Laurie Maddox from from Florida Laureen, it would be great if you could just introduce yourself and your agency, and the agencies that you partner with and what the data sharing arrangement is.



12:51

Hi, and good afternoon, everyone. I'm wearing medics and I have been with the HIV surveillance program since the mid 90s. So I've got quite a few years here working in the Florida Department of Health. And I've been part of the community planning process since pretty much the very beginning. And so back in the early 2000s, when we were looking at trying to improve our unmet need data, and try to get, you know, identify more people who were in care, we decided we needed to incorporate some of the Medicaid data. And I knew colleague who used to work with Department Health who's now with AKA, which is the Agency for Healthcare Administration, and asked him about how to get data on HIV specific data for Medicaid clients there. And he put me in touch with their data analyst who worked specifically with that data. And we agreed that we could get that data from her and I provided a list of variables that we wanted and specific for ICD nine at that time, codes of client, people who had care for those specific visits. And we would get a list of all those people in that past previous year, who had Medicaid HIV related data. And I would meet her in the parking lot every year around the same time, and she'd give me a password protected CD. And that was how we didn't initially. And then since then, now in Florida, there's actually statutory language that state agencies have to have a legal agreement. So we then partnered our data analysts here with FTO H with the data analysts with aka and developed a legal agreement, specifically, verifying the variables and even at that time, even adding more variables that we wanted to use, and with our upper management, approving it, and their upper management approving it and our legal team and their legal team approving the whole process. We now have this sign agreement. And so now to be more in the futuristic ways, we're actually getting this data quarterly and we're getting it password protected through a secure electronic transfer. So every quarter I just Send them a little reminder say, hey, it's time to send the data. And they do. And the way we use this data, we already have a data warehouse that has care where an aid app and our health management system, which is our Florida Department, health data in there for HIV related visits, and we combine that data with our E hearts data for labs, and use it to enhance our continuum of HIV care data. So that's kind of a summary of how we, you know, started incorporating Medicaid. And now it's part of our big process so that we can then now share more complete people and less unmet need in Florida. And we work with both summary data for both parties and parties.



15:41

Great, thank you for that. So great example, the integration of Ryan White and Medicaid data. Debbie Windell, from Louisiana Office of Public Health, do you want to introduce yourself and your data sharing arrangement?



15:52

Sure. Hello, everyone. I am Debbie Wendell. I am the data management and analysis unit manager here at the Office of Public Health STD HIV hepatitis program. And like Laureen, I've been with the Office of Public Health since 1995. And since then, have worked on quite a few partnerships, quite a few data sharing agreements. I'm also going to focus today on our data sharing with Medicaid, we're sharing some similar data. As Laureen mentioned, however, our partnership started a little bit differently. We, you know, way back in 2014, our, our Office of Public Health Leadership and our Medicaid leadership started meeting basically around some very poor health outcomes. We had extremely poor birth outcomes we had amongst the highest HIV rates in the country. And then we're pretty much you know, Louisiana is kind of neck and neck with Mississippi and Alabama on a lot of other health indicators. So they both, you know, both the leadership of the Medicaid office and the office of Public Health was really interested in public health, in quality management, and so embarked way back in 2014, on a data sharing agreement. So it's kind of it was kind of done at a high level, although they did involve some of the programs that they knew would be interested in sharing data. And we were one of those programs. We were interested in looking at viral loads in health outcomes for people living with HIV on Medicaid. So we were involved in getting that data sharing agreement going, and, but it did take us a little while to actually start sharing the data. And, you know, in our next kind of round of questioning, I'll mention some of the ways that we kind of got that progress going and maintained. I will mention, although we started out sharing data for the viral suppression measure, we have, you know, really increased the type and amount of data we share, we share data for our hepatitis elimination program. We look at HIV and STI screening rates among pregnant women, we have used the data to monitor outcomes as people transitioned off of Ryan White, and onto Medicaid, when we expanded Medicaid back in 2016. And we also work with Medicaid on our discharge planning when people are released from one of our state correctional facilities. So while this today will really probably focus more on the viral load measure, I just wanted to mention that there's lots of different different types of data and outcomes. We can measure and share. I think that's it for now.



19:04

Great, yeah, really nice examples of how you can do much more rich, much richer analyses, merging multiple datasets. Brad from North Carolina,



19:15

everybody. Thank you for the opportunity to be speaking about this. My name is Brad Wheeler. I'm the HIV care epidemiologist here at North Carolina. I work with the surveillance and the Ryan White programs to look at HIV outcomes. And the partnership I'm talking about is also with our Medicaid program. So for quite some time. Our units been responsible for working with Medicaid data to generate analyses around HIV care. Our unmet need analysis for Are the HERSA hab grant submissions had been an activity that we had been doing consistently. But back in 2015, we received some funding to really integrate our programs a little more tightly. Our day to day care program, which is focused on re engaging people who might have fallen out of care was was getting off the ground. And we decided this is an opportunity for us to ask our Medicaid program to give us more information, really up the resolution. In terms of existing data. Our Data to Care System presents an analysis each month of people presumed out of care based on known care markers, whether that's lab tests, or if it's anti retroviral drugs, Spence's, and so Medicaid provides some part of the picture that other systems don't don't give us much insight into. And really, the arrangements and partnership changed. When we asked Medicaid to do that, we ended up having to work with a different team than we'd worked with previously. And our scope changed. But you know, I can successfully say it's a well rehearsed process now. And that's what I'm here to talk about and answer questions about.



21:42

Thank you for that. So three examples of integration of Medicaid and Ryan White data. I think with our part eight, we're gonna hear more about the integration of Brian White and HIV surveillance data. So Jake, you want to talk about your agency and your data sharing arrangement?



22:00

Sure, thanks. Thanks for having me today. My name is Jake Cutsem. I am the EMT program manager with public health Seattle and King County. And we're pretty fortunate to have a long history of sharing data in our jurisdiction, both at the local and state level. Within the larger HIV STD program here, we have a large team of epidemiologists that are constantly monitoring and analyzing our data, so that we have readily available access to that data. But also within our program is the part a team. And we work very closely with them. So we're able to access that data and their various data sources, you know, care were provided and such. And also, our planning processes across the, you know, the city, the county, and the state really allows us to access data from a variety of other funding sources too, such as HOPWA, and Part B, and Medicaid data and things of that sort. So we've been very fortunate over the years to have these ongoing partnerships that allow us to, to really look at the data in a much more holistic way. And really drive towards, excuse me drive towards really best utilizing the resources that we have available to serve the community and, you know, achieve the goals that we set out to, to really wrap wrap around the epidemic, and hopefully, someday put an end to it.



23:39

Great, thank you, Jake. And you make a really nice point that oftentimes the ending that interview epidemic team is not the same as the part 18. And so just getting coordinating those activities takes partnership building in itself. Okay, and Anthony from New York City.



23:57

Hi, everyone. Thank you for having me here. My name is Anthony Romano. I'm a data analyst in the AC unit of the Bureau of hepatitis, HIV and sexually transmitted infections by HHS, as you can probably guess, we cover a lot of different diseases now, and we're sort of in New York City, trying to make sure that the way that we provide care to patients of all different diseases is kind of synergized. And together in one right, so my unit, the ACE team, which stands for Assess connect, engage, primarily works as a partner services arm of the HIV surveillance team. And it leverages the surveillance registry as well as other internal do Hmh data sources, like the HCD registry, to ensure that newly diagnosed and out of care individuals are linked into HIV care and the other social services that they might need. The Coda clinical operations and technical assistance team, which is also in DHHS has worked with the New York City HIV providers in a similar capacity by helping providers enhance, engage and retain patients in care and preventative service. This is. And so while the ACE team is really working to do reengagement in HIV care, the retention of that care really falls on to the agencies that we collaborate with, that they're linked to. And that's kind of where we saw this internal opportunity to combine the efforts of both the ACE team and the coda team. And we created a competitive grant funded opportunity for interested agencies, which eventually was awarded to five providers within New York City. And it consists of out of care outreach and engagement activities that are driven by data care initiatives, which are led by my team, the ACC, as well as retention programming and technical assistance, which is overseen and led by the coda team. And so collaboratively, we work together with these five agencies to help provide them with the opportunity to build internal capacity for data driven outreach and engagement activities.



25:55

Example of sharing data across units within the same agency, and then also with your sub recipient partner. So that's an important aspect of data sharing too. So I do see some questions in the chat. And that's great, keep sending those questions in. And we'll definitely get to them after the panel discussion. And then I also want to remind folks, feel free to chat in a comment that you have about your own data sharing arrangement. And we'd love to hear you describe that arrangement and the partnership building process and any challenges that you may face. So now I want to turn to the important aspect of our panel discussion. And that's how was the partnership formed? I'm, you know, as Debbie was alluding to this, this is not an easy process, and it takes a long time. So how did you get the ball rolling? Who did you need to bring to the table? How long did it take to get this process in place? And then what strategies do you use to maintain an ongoing partnership to continue and getting and using the data that you need? So I'm going to, once again ask Laureen to start us off?



27:02

Okay, back again. Well, essentially, like I had mentioned, we started this partnership, informally back into 1000s, just one data manager talking to another data manager, or data analyst, and, and then over time, it became more more of a legal binding process. And one of the things that and I saw that he had posted that through the, through this agreement, we asked for specific variables related to clients that had HIV, Medicaid, that with HIV recipients and And so basically, that included, name, date of birth, race, sex, social security, and then care pattern data. Now, I'm not the one who does the actual data analysis, once it comes through, and important, he hires, it's one of our other analysts, but from recollection, it also includes street address, and city state and all that information so that we can match it to he hires and Link Plus, double check through LexisNexis, that they truly, really are a match, and then import that information into into our data sets. That way, we also have the Medicaid number through that process as well. So that's, you know, some of the key variables that we've imported through them, the care visits were limited or included, like carrot specific dates of when they had HIV visits, so that we can count them as a care visit for being in care. And it could add to our database, we might have one lab that year, but Medicaid may have a visit on another date that's further than three months apart, that's making them retaining care. Without that Medicaid data, they would just be in care. So that's kind of how we've been using the data. And then over to continue with that relationship. They also needed and as Debbie had mentioned, that, you know, they're needing it for the viral suppression status, they wanted to confirm that the people that they had, it's claiming HIV claims really were HIV clients. And so what we agreed to do is we could confirm those people that from their data that they sent that, yes, whether they were HIV, whether they were HIV, and then we had the clause in there that if we'd any clients that we don't confirm does not mean that they don't have HIV, it just means that for some reason, they've not yet been reported into ie horse. And so that's been an ongoing agreement. And that way, once I send the email quarterly and say, hey, send us the data. And a couple of weeks later, we get it, we match it. And then a few weeks or a month or so after that, we match the data back and send them back the confirmation information. So that's how that you know, two way directional data has really been an asset for this relationship. Thirdly, we've also have Orion white part B program and Medicaid combination where they're they have a data sharing agreement for the confirming payer of last resort. And that's a process of agreement that's been in place for quite a while. So we've been having ongoing relationships with Medicaid and in sharing the data for multiple reasons and we have a good rapport with them through this process. And we continue to have leadership research support for this because it improves the way that we do do our data analysis and and then it makes our data look better.



30:15

Thank you for that. So sharing data back to the agency is an important aspect. And then also, it sounds like it startings you can share data for multiple reasons. And perhaps starting with a low hanging fruit, like confirm just confirming eligibility, and then potentially going from there to get additional fields to do more enhanced analysis. Debbie, you want to talk about how your relationship was formed, it sounded like you had some urgent public health issues that you wanted to address and recognize that it needed to be across agency effort. But anything else to add to that?



30:54

Oh, yeah, so I just yeah, just to reiterate, we felt it was important to have buy in kind of at a high level, so that it just wasn't data sharing for, you know, one particular project. And then if, you know, if there's staff turnover, or competing priorities, that project kind of gets, gets forgotten about or, you know, isn't prioritized. So. So I think that's important that that part is not always easy, especially now with COVID. And, you know, other public health issues. But um, you know, one of the one of the ways that we kind of keep our Medicaid program interested in you know, HIV, s Jazz and hepatitis is to get get them involved in some of our quality improvement activities and in our clinical quality improvement group. So we invite them to our meetings, both the Medicaid staff and the Medicaid, managed care organizations. And then we also kind of invited ourselves to some of their quality meetings. So they have quality meetings, kind of just general quality meetings, where they talk about, you know, the core set measures, then they also have meetings, specific to, you know, maternal health issues, where we've been able to really talk to them about our high congenital syphilis rates, we have lower third trimester screening rates than we would like. And we also continue in Louisiana to have some perinatal HIV cases. So we're able to, you know, what we try to do again, is, you know, kind of at a lower level, work with a lot of their evaluation staff, their data staff, you know, to keep HIV on their radar. Another thing that we did is, we made our data sharing very automated and very structured. So we share our, we do the viral suppression match, actually monthly, and we have put it in SAS Enterprise Guide. So it's a very automated program, so that if we lose a data analyst, they lose a data analyst, everything is easily able to be run by a new person. And we have a very strict schedule, they send the data on a certain date, we turn it back to them within a week. So it that's helped not to have large delays in in the data sharing with them, and think I'm just having a lot of written procedures. So even even the data sharing that we do for hepatitis or STI, HIV screening, all of those have written protocols. So that if, again, if their staff turnover, and another in some comes in and says, you know, how can we share these data? Or why are we sharing them? Everything's already written down. So you don't have to kind of have all those discussions again. I think I think those are the main things and then also just really, our analysts and data people have really developed strong relationships with the data people at Medicaid, so that we know them very well. We've shared SAS code. So that's that's helped to.



34:25

That's super helpful. Debbie, I loved what you said about getting Medicaid involved in the quality aspect of the date. I've literally heard Medicaid officials say, Well, we're an insurance program, not a quality of care program. So I think that's a really important aspect and also just making it easy making the procedure very clear in case if there is turnover, and it's not just connecting folks at the leadership level but also connecting the analysts. So partnership building at that at that level, too. And I know that in Louisiana, you all sit within the same agency, your Medicaid, your Ryan White, your public health and so essentially you have this same boss. So I would love to hear from folks who potentially have, they're working with other departments how you get those, those leadership to, to get in the same room and talk. But, um, but I'm going to hand it over to Brad to talk about his lessons learned.



35:18

Yeah, so well, to your point about how to get leaders in the same room, our, our, our example, required buy in from directors at both divisions in North Carolina, our health department has the Division of Public Health, and then the Division of Health Benefits. And, in fact, our data use agreement process had to go through both heads. But really, in, you know, in practice, what that means is working with teams, to present data use agreements and talk through parameters. And we had a person, when we received our spins, funding, who really shepherded that through, you know, our previous work with Medicaid was with a through a different arrangement. And this was an opportunity to work with the Medicaid business analysis team, who is still sending us data to this day. So we had to state our case and work with that group to develop specifications. And it wasn't a hard or difficult sell. But we needed to have, you know, our surveillance program, or Ryan, white program leadership, talk with, you know, the leadership over in Medicaid program, that conversation might not have happened if we hadn't had a project manager who sort of helped us piece these things out and try to tell the story, which is ultimately the narrative portion of our data use agreements, there, but once that was done, it was a straightforward process of stating our use case and requesting fields from the Medicaid program, and just building a process and a timeline together that that worked. And is now something that we do monthly. I think with, you know, it's it's not minimal effort, but it's again, like standardized processes. And something that's well rehearsed is what I keep saying, we've been doing this for over five years. And it, it really just required by buy in at that time and attention throughout



38:05

the process.



38:10

Hey, thank you. And I'm being cognizant of time. And I know that this questions in the chat box, I definitely want to get to those. So I'm just going to hand it off to Jake from Seattle to talk about how, how your Ryan White program and your A and your ESG program have formed that partnership.



38:26

Yeah, thank you, I'll try to be quick just to be mindful of time. I mean, like I said earlier, you know, we're very fortunate that our party program lives within our larger HIV STD program. Once upon a time, when we're actually in the office, we literally sat across the aisle from one another, so very easy to share data in that way. But also, our integrated planning approach across the jurisdiction, both at the local and the state level, has representation. You know, for example, in our party, planning group, you know, representatives from Hapa, Medicaid, Part B, etc. And then at the state level, we also have local representation. We're also very fortunate that I, the medical director of our program is also an HIV provider at the the largest HIV clinic here in our jurisdiction, which is part of the University of Washington Medical System. So it really gives us an opportunity or access to that data as well, to share things and in a fairly seamless way. And I would just say that, you know, many of these relationships or partnerships have taken years to cultivate gears, you know, the that predate my time working within our program. But, but that mention of personal relationships earlier in the presentation, also, I think, is very important. Many of us have, have cultivated those personal relationships over the years. So there's a very collegial, collaborative approach to the work that we do, overall, and it just makes things much easier.



40:00

Yeah, that's super helpful, Jake, and what you said about incorporating those agencies, whether it be hop or Medicaid into your planning process is really important. It's not just about incorporating them as a quality improvement, but also that the planning for the allocation of funds and really like, so they can get their finger on the pulse of what's going on within the Ryan White community, and how those funds are being used and how they can support those efforts. And so finally, Anthony, from New York City.



40:31

So I think what I'm going to say is very similar to what my colleagues have said, and so within New York City, you know, our units in HIV, speak frequently. And we have in recent years really tried to encourage collaboration across our units. And so within as you know, we presented some findings that we had, about collaborations we done with providers within the city. And we really realized quickly that there was this potential to collaborate with COTA, from the technical assistance standpoint, to really build that agency capacity for outreach and engagement. And so that collaboration was essentially what we modeled this new program offer. And so it was something that leadership knew we could do, that we'd already done. And something that we can say, Hey, these are the reasons that, you know, would benefit from this collaboration. So in terms of internal support, I think that was pretty easy. In terms of data sharing with agencies, you know, we really crafted the activities around our out of care work to start off of the data that we received from those facilities. And so our general HIV reporting system with the New York State, is fairly real time, I'll say fairly real time. And so when we send lists down to these providers to query within their own data systems, we're really just sending them back their own data, in a lot of ways with any additional information, we think would benefit their investigation. And a lot of times the AC unit has already done investigations on a lot of patients that have gone out of care. And so some of this data is, you know, things that we we have done or we've experienced that could probably help them to reengage those people.



42:03

Thank you. So I'm gonna go to the chat box and address the questions there. So I know each of you asked a question about the types of data elements, the Medicaid data elements that are shared in Florida, and I think Laureen did address that. But feel free to chime in if you if you have additional questions, or Laureen. If you have something else to to add to that.



42:30

I think she covered it. Thank you. Okay,



42:33

great. And then also, we have a question about the types of platforms you all use to share to share data. And so I would love to hear from Brad just because I I understand that they created a separate platform that essentially consolidates data from all of these agencies, as opposed to building a bridge from one existing platform to another existing platform.



43:00

Yes. We, so we sort of de siloed our systems by building a system to hold every every extract from surveillance, Ryan White programs and Medicaid. What that really means in practice is we have requirements for people from those systems to send us an extract of HIV care data, whether it is from Ryan White, or our surveillance program, lab results. You know, it could be antiretroviral dispenses, which are Ryan White program, or a program provides. And our Medicaid program also provides that information, we built a you know, sort of a data model. And that's, you know, the system that powers our out of care lists. But the source data come from, from, you know, for our Medicaid program comes from claims and we just built a rapport specification that built on previous work. surveillance data, you know, it has a different format. We were looking typically it at lab based markers of care. And so we built a data model to integrate those. You know, I wish I could say more, we would love to have our health information exchange someday contribute to this, which would give us more insight on people who might have private sources of care, but that's far downstream.



44:53

From here



44:56

is Brad and I'd love to have Anthony actually answer that question. To because my understanding, it's a little bit more of a manual process of data sharing, it's a more secure transfer of files. And then also, while you're at it, there was another question about the five providers that you have incorporated into this project, are they writing white providers? Are they just HIV care providers in



45:17

the city. So actually, my colleague Luqman just responded in the chat to that. So I'll leave his his comment to stand. But again, talk a little bit about the data that we utilize within the health department here. And so within the surveillance unit, you know, we obviously have ers and all the other standard reporting systems that we have there, right. And we collaborate with New York State, obviously, on all of our HIV reporting, as well, within the AC unit, within this surveillance team, we make sure that we reach pretty much every newly diagnosed person with HIV every year. And we do case management with all of them in in a in a month or so right. And so we try our best to reach out to every single newly diagnosed person and get comprehensive case management data from them. And we record that data within our ACE database. And so that database is what we utilize when we generate our out of care data alongside the rest of the surveillance registry. And so that is an in house system that was built before my time. But it is still thriving, and we use it constantly. And when we communicate down to our partners in this grant, is really just kind of flat files, right. And so they all have different data systems. But they're all reporting this data to us at the same time. So this is the tricky part for us as data analysts, right, we know, we can't get everything quite on parity with what they have in their internal systems. So we really encourage the recipients to to recruit a data analyst on their team. And the role of that data analyst is really to take the flat file that we're communicating to them with all of this sort of lab and case management data. And again, it's limited to what you know, we can share with them the laws that we have to adhere to. But anyway, that data analyst is really tasked with trying to understand how they can run those lists in their system, and pull as much information as they can to aid in the outreach and the engagement work that they're going to do. And that's really where Coda comes in, and tries to help us help them build that technical capacity. That Muslim answers the question?



47:28

Yeah, no, I think it's a great, it's a great lesson that you don't have to have complicated bridges and import processes to share data, you can send secure flat files to folks. Do any of our other panelists want to answer that question about the mechanics of data sharing and what types of platforms that you use? Well, in Florida, we



47:59

have for the day to day care process. And one of the things that we're also working with the Georgetown University who has a grant provide technical assistance, is to improve our ability to use a linkage database. And I'm not exactly sure of the whole details of nuances of how it works. But I know that there's a way that the people on the field are able to have access within the how county health departments and and can follow up on the day to day care process and go out and link people with care. But the other thing that we're also in the process of doing as we've just recently had an approved legal data sharing agreement, contract and in a template that basically the we're going to work with our parties that they can basically sign that agreement. And we will work out the logistics of them providing data for us and then other people of their clients that have basically consented to that we could follow up on them. And then we can provide care information back. So it's the details of that are still being developed as part of this project. But it's a way of being able to reach out to people who are not within the health department, but yet their clients and people living in Florida.



49:12

Yeah, Laureen just to clarify what you're what you're speaking to, because I think it could be a great strategy for other participants on the webinar to hear about. So obviously, your data sharing at the state level between Medicaid and surveillance and Ryan White, but you're opening the door for Part A jurisdictions to get access to that data through these by filling out a structured data request.



49:35

Well, actually, they would send us their client information, we would match it and based on all of the data that we knew that people weren't cared because of Medicaid care where aid app, we'd be able to get back with them and say, yes, these people are in care, or, or they're out of your jurisdiction, you don't need to worry about them anymore, or they're not in care, go back and go find them. So we wouldn't share where that informant care information came in. We would just acknowledge whether they were in care or out of care. So we would use the data that we had to help them determine who's in care and who's not in care.



50:07

Great, thank you so much. That sounds like a great effort. And now I would like to turn the presentation back to well to to close us out. And but before I do, I just want to let folks know that if you have additional questions, feel free to chat them into the chat box or reach out to the organizers, and we will do our best to get them answered in a written q&a and shared back to you. Thanks so much to our panelists, and to the folks who ask questions, take it away well,



50:34

okay, thanks, Ellie. And also another big thanks to our panelists. And I do want to encourage folks to continue to use the chat. As you can see on the slide here, tap in has a variety of technical assistance, activities and other products that we can offer due to the prioritized restrictions that are working on data needs. And currently we're working with three jurisdictions on their ta needs related to data sharing. And we we recognize the complexity of data sharing issues, and we work closely with jurisdictions when we are working on an active ta project to identify needs and gaps. We offer tailored support, with partnership building and data sharing to determine any additional data sources that you might need. And we identify strategies for securing data partnerships, including shared goals and interests, and resources, as well as funding staff time and possible barriers. So we really look forward to working with you. The next slide gives you the email address for tap in to requests that rec ta you can either send us a message to our tap in mailbox or you can make the request through your Project Officer. We look forward to supporting you in all of your technical assistance needs. Before we end today's event, I want to share an announcement from our strategic partner Nast ad that is funded by HERSA hab as the national eHg systems coordination provider. And this announcement highlights a new resource that's available to you through the Center for Innovation and engagement at Nasta. Take it away, Brooke.



52:40

Hello, my name is Linus Monahan and I'm a senior manager on the health equity team at Mass tech and I'll pass it over to my colleague as well.



52:48

Hello, everyone. My name is Rachel Browning, and I am a manager on the health equity team at NASA.



52:55

Today, we'll be going over a few resources through the Center for Innovation and engagement, which is a project from the to the special projects of national significance through HERSA. And the goal of this project really is to identify catalogue, disseminate and support the replication of evidence informed approaches and interventions that are truly engaging people with HIV who are not receiving or who are at risk of not continuing to receive HIV health care. And if you'd like to learn more Barbies worth inventory, you can visit our website CIA health.org.



53:30

As a part of the Center for Innovation and engagement, we have developed a number of resources specifically focused on the link of RX intervention. These resources will become available to the public in early 2022. These resources include an intervention Guide, which provides an overview of the link of RX intervention, a cost effectiveness summary, as well as an accompany evaluation report, which outlines the methodology used to evaluate linkup RX. We also will be providing policies and procedures manual which was developed by the Detroit Department of Health. For more information about link of RX, please contact us at health equity@nasdaq.org.



54:14

Terrific, thank you so much to our strategic partner at NASDAQ for that announcement, really exciting development and something that we think could be really useful in the future. And I think now, we will be adding a link to the chat. And that link is to the evaluation. So before we leave, please click on that link and take a moment to complete that evaluation usually takes no more than a few minutes. We value your feedback and we use results from those evaluations to improve future ta offering. We'll also be developing a written summary of the q&a session from today's webinar that we'll be sending out to you, along with a request recording of the webinar and the PowerPoint slides in the next couple of weeks. So be on the lookout for that information. And on behalf of tap in, and the measurement and evaluation team, I want to thank you all for joining us today. And a special thanks to all of the presenters who joined us
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